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Musical ornamentation is usually understood to be the more or less spontaneous addition of unwritten elements to a composition. In some traditions the locations for the ornaments are indicated by composer or editor, and in others the performer is left to add them according to tradition and learned convention, but in either case a distinction is usually made between basic melodic material and the ornamental additions. Such a separation is not so easily made with reference to music of the Middle Ages. There did exist in the earliest medieval notation a set of neumes that in modern literature are often referred to as “ornamental,” but this is incorrect terminology. To use the word “ornamental” in reference to early neumes is to project onto them a modern perception of their place and function; the medieval musician would not have thought of them as different from any other neume. As David Hiley observed, far from being “added on” to the music, “[the ornamental neumes] are fully

* Some of this material was presented at the Twenty-Second Annual British Conference on Medieval and Renaissance Music, Glasgow, July 10, 1994. I am grateful to Paul Boncella, Thomas Connolly, Fred Flindell, and Hendrik van der Werf for comments and reactions to that paper. I also thank James Grier and Andrew Hughes for assistance and encouragement with this article.
integrated into the notation of the earliest sources."¹ In fact, we shall see that what in modern terms might be referred to as "ornamental" was simply the only way of performing certain melodic gestures; the sounds they represented were part of the structure, not an ornament on something more basic.

Theoretical treatises from the late Middle Ages contain information concerning how some neumes were to be executed, indicating performance practices that in some cases are quite different from assumptions made in previous investigations of the subject.² As described in the treatises, the types of sounds required for the "ornamental" neumes suggest a vocal style quite different from the "bel canto" of later centuries. A comparison of these performance instructions with the early written forms of the neumes demonstrates that the neume shape itself was intended to represent the performance practice. Performance information was contained both in the particular shapes of the individual marks that were the components of each neume (straight, curved, etc.) and in their assembly (ligated or detached). A systematic study of this graphic relationship between the shapes of the "ornamental" neumes and the intended performance practice leads to a clearer understanding of the purpose and intention of the forms of early notation.³


³ The word "neume" as used here means a notational sign, but this was not always its meaning. The word originally meant "chant phrase," or a musical phrase without text. See Michel Huglo, "Les noms des neumes et leur origine," *Études grégoriennes* 1 (1954), 58-59. The literature on subjects surrounding the study of the origin, dissemination, and interpretation of neumes is enormous. In addition to
Although the subject of early neumes in Europe encompasses a very wide set of traditions, the general intention of the shape of the neumes appears to have been similar in all of them, as will be seen below. As a method of controlling this investigation at its outset, therefore, initially I shall limit my remarks to refer to the staffless neumes in the St. Gall tradition (sometimes known as the Franco-Germanic tradition) from the 9th to the 12th centuries. Chart I includes the shapes of the relevant staffless neumes in St. Gall and other notational traditions as well as the usual form adopted in square notation.

The neumes I am referring to as “ornamental” can be separated roughly into two categories: liquescent and repercussive, although it will be seen below that there are many types and gradations within these categories, as well as neumes that fit both descriptions.


4 The sources of the St. Gall notation referred to here are mss. St. Gall 359; St. Gall 339; St. Gall 390-391; and Einsiedeln 121. All are published in *Paléographie musicale*.

5 In this categorization I am following Apel, *Gregorian Chant*, 104-108. My conclusions, however, are not completely in agreement with Apel’s.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>St. Gall</th>
<th>Aquitanian</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Lorraine</th>
<th>Beneventan</th>
<th>Square</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>virga</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tractulus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>punctum</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clivis</td>
<td>ꞈ ꞉</td>
<td>ꞈ ꞉</td>
<td>ꞈ ꞉</td>
<td>ꞈ ꞉</td>
<td>ꞈ ꞉</td>
<td>ꞈ ꞉</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plica</td>
<td>ꞈ ꞈ ꞈ</td>
<td>ꞈ ꞈ ꞈ</td>
<td>ꞈ ꞈ ꞈ</td>
<td>ꞈ ꞈ ꞈ</td>
<td>ꞈ ꞈ ꞈ</td>
<td>ꞈ ꞈ ꞈ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quilisma</td>
<td>ꞈ ꞈ ꞈ</td>
<td>ꞈ ꞈ ꞈ</td>
<td>ꞈ ꞈ ꞈ</td>
<td>ꞈ ꞈ ꞈ</td>
<td>ꞈ ꞈ ꞈ</td>
<td>ꞈ ꞈ ꞈ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apostroph</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Gall</td>
<td>Aquitanian</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Beneventan</td>
<td>Square</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bistropha</td>
<td>tristropha</td>
<td>oriscus</td>
<td>pressus</td>
<td>scandinus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pressus</td>
<td></td>
<td>salicus</td>
<td>torculus</td>
<td>climacus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>pressus</td>
<td>oriscus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>pressus</td>
<td>bistropha</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>pressus</td>
<td>bistropha</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Legend:**
- *bistropha*
- *tristropha*
- *oriscus*
- *pressus*
- *scandinus*
- *salicus*
- *torculus*
- *climacus*
- *porrectus*
Liquescent Neumes

Liquescent refers not to an autonomous neume but to a sound variant of what in later centuries would function as a basic neume: punctus, clivis, pes, climacus, etc., the written difference being that the “basic” forms of the neumes normally involve virgae, tractuli, and puncti (straight vertical or slanted strokes, dashes, and dots), whereas the liquescent forms of these neumes have curved or imprecise lines. In later square notation the liquescent forms of the basic neumes were called plicated, although plica had a broader meaning, as discussed below.

Guido of Arezzo, in his *Micrologus* of 1028, describes the liquescent as lacking precise pitch: it consists of a “gliss” between two solid pitches. His description of the sound is that “the interval from one note to another is begun with a smooth glide and does not appear to have a stopping place en route.” He also states that it is possible to substitute a “full” sound in place of the liquescent which, as we shall see later, indicates that the actual sound of the liquescent is reduced in addition to not having a fixed pitch. Guido’s example (see Example 1), has a “G” to be sung with a full sound, followed by a liquescent sound that connects the first note to the “F” below it.

---


7 Haug, “Liqueszenzneumen,” discusses the liquescent sound from both a literary and vocal point of view as a “semivocal.”

Rather than simply sliding the voice down a step, however, the location of the tiny liquescent mark indicates that the voice is to slide from “G” to “D” before moving to “F.” As we shall see below, the entire execution of the liquescent was to be done without separate articulation. In this example the “G” is articulated, but once the gliss is begun, it slides first to “D” and continues on to “F” without interruption.

Example 1. Guido of Arezzo, Liquescent musical example.

Further details about the application of the liquescent sound are found in the Metrologus, a 13th-century amplification and elaboration of Guido’s instructions. According to the Metrologus, the liquescent is a constricted sound to be applied only to specific consonants and vowels and to certain intervals. The treatise provides
examples of the liquescent that are somewhat different from the single example in Guido; I reproduce them as Example 2. Examples 2a and b, for syllables with consonants ut, reg, dig, leg, ag, vim, vem, tum, tem, etc., indicate that the liquescent sound usually is to ascend or descend directly to the pitch of the next full note, rather than to go beyond the next note and return, as does Guido’s example. Of the four liquescent examples in Example 2a and b, three indicate direct motion to the pitch of the next full note, but in the second set of pitches in 2a the liquescent dot is marked a step below the next full pitch, thus indicating that, at least in descending intervals, there was the choice of direct or indirect liquescent motion. The author of the Metrologus explains the circumstances for a compulsory use of the indirect liquescent motion, as seen in Guido’s example: a liquescent is not performed directly between the notes of a descending diatonic interval (although this is possible for ascending passages, see Example 2b, second liquescent). In order to liquesce in a descending scalar passage it is necessary to move beyond the next note with the liquescent sound and then return, as in Example 2c. The technique also was optional for descending intervals of more than a tone, as described above. Although not described in the text, Example 2c also shows that the indirect technique is employed to liquesce between notes on the same pitch (see Example 2c third pair, where the liquescent descends a second and returns to the same pitch for the first note of the next pair). The writer also states that other, lower intervals can be used as the point of liquescence in these situations. This last point must include the interval of a fourth used in Guido’s example as well as the seconds and thirds found in example 2c, but there is no information as to how much larger a liquescent interval can be.

According to the Metrologus, liquescent sound also can be performed in conjunction with vowels and with syllables that have the diphthongs au, eu, luy, ley, and ey. When pure vowels are involved, however, once the liquescent sound has arrived at the next written pitch, that pitch is to be repeated, thus making a clear articulated separation between the two neumes as in Example 2d.

Example 2. Metrologus liquescent musical examples.

a, b, c, for descending liquescent notes on syllables ut, reg, dig, leg, ag, vim, vem, tum, tem, and similar consonances and diphthongs. d, liquescents on vowels.
Clivis and Pes

The liquescent shapes for the two-note neumes clivis and pes (also called cephalicus and epiphonus), and for the three-note neumes climacus (ancus), torculus (pinnosa), scandicus, and porrectus, all have a curved final mark for the indefinite pitch of the gliss, as described above. As per the above instructions for the application of a liquescent, the correct syllables would have to be present, and following the liquescent neume there would have to be at least one additional note that would serve as the destination of the gliss. As demonstrated above in conjunction with Example 2, depending upon the interval and direction, these liquescent forms could consist of a direct gliss between two fixed pitches or a gliss of indirect motion that moves to a more distant pitch before returning to the next written note, as in Guido’s example (see Example 1).

Plica

The word “plica” was often used after the 13th century to describe the liquescent forms of the basic two-note neumes, but the word actually had a broader application. Plica is described in the treatises as either a one- or two-note neume. It always involves two sounds, but in some treatises it is considered to be the inflection, either ascending or descending, of a single note. As the following dis-

11 For example, it is described as an inflected one-note neume by Jerome of Moravia (meaning that it consists of a full sound and a partial sound), but as a two-note neume by the anonymous author of the Summa musice. See Simon M. Cserba,
discussion will make clear, both descriptions are correct to some degree; the difference lies in how one considers a second, ornamental sound that is added to a fixed pitch. Some aspects of the plica are identical to the liquescent forms of neumes described above, but whereas the other liquescents were thought of as connecting two fixed pitches and were linked to specific text syllables, the plica was a decorative ending to a single pitch and could be applied to any breve or longa, including those without text. In a continuous melodic line the two types would often sound alike, and therefore it is not surprising that there is no difference between the early written form of the plica and those of the liquescent clivis, and pes. In early notation the descending plica is identical to the liquescent form of the clivis, while the ascending plica resembles the liquescent pes:

Information regarding performance of the plica is found in several treatises. The anonymous author of Ars musicae mensurabilis secundum Franconem and Lambertus in his Tractatus de musica both state that a plica (that is, the second sound) must be formed in the back of the throat with the epiglottis. Walter Odington’s description of the plica adds that it is a semivocal, that is, a half sound. He elaborates this by saying that it is a “tone and the inflection of that tone,” by which he may be referring to the use of a small inflection of pitch, for example, a quarter-tone. Lambertus mentions the addition of a subtle vibration in the performance of the plica, and the anonymous author of the Breviarium regulare musicae states that the plica receives exactly half of the value of the written neume, i.e., the fixed pitch and the plica inflection receive equal divisions of the time unit. Closely related to the performance described above for


For a discussion of the semivocal see Freistedt, Die liquesszierenden Noten, ch. 2.

“De plicis in figuris simplicibus. Plica est nota divisionis eiusdem soni in gravem vel in acutam, et debet formari in gutture cum epigloto.” Anonymous, Ars musicae mensurabilis secundum Franconem, ed. Gilbert Reaney and Andreas Gilles, Corpus Scriptorum de Musica (Rome, 1971), 44. “Fit autem plica in voce per compositionem epiglotti cum repercussione gutturis subtiliter inclusa.” Lambertus (Pseudo-Aristotli), Tractatus de musica, in Edmond de Coussemaker, Scripto-
the liquescent neumes, are the non-liquescent forms of both *clivis* and *pes*. The *Summa musice* describes the *clivis* as having a dark and inflected sound on the second pitch, a description close to that of the *plica*. And in describing the non-liquescent *pes*, the same treatise states that once the upper note of the neume is reached the singer should abandon the actual pitch by changing it to a liquescent sound, meaning that the second note starts as a full sound and then becomes a *plica*. In actual performance, therefore, the “basic neume” forms of *clivis* and *pes* already contain aspects of the fully liquescent forms. The notational symbols for the non-liquescent forms differ from the liquescent in that they have *virgae* reflecting the presence of a fixed pitch as opposed to the indefinite curved mark used to signify the liquescent gliss. The description of the non-liquescent forms of these two neumes indicates that inflected sound and the addition of glissing were a basic part of the medieval singing technique—elements that were exaggerated when indicated by the liquescent neume forms.

**Quilisma**

The *quilisma* is a liquescent sound represented by a wavy or jagged line connecting two ascending (and occasionally descending) notes a

---

third or fourth apart. Its interpretation has been the subject of several different theories, some based on suppositions drawn from its notational shape, and others from its resemblance to the quilisma in Byzantine chant. The earliest-known mention of quilisma is in the late 9th century by Aurelian of Réôme, who described it as being a "tremulous and rising sound." The Summa musice observes that the word means "bending," and that it is written with up and down marks. Fortunately, some details about the correct performance of a quilisma can be ascertained from the simile drawn between quilisma and the ornament known as tremula, by both Aribo Scholasticus in his De musica, and the anonymous author of the Commentarius in Micrologum.

According to these and other writers, the tremula is an unwritten ornament applied to certain notes under specific circumstances. It is clearly described in the Commentarius as "alternating strong and weak pulses of the same pitch, as if trembling." In modern terms this is usually referred to as an "intensity vibrato," since it changes volume but not pitch as does the more common vibrato. In context Aribo and the author of the Commentarius were attempting to separate the tremula from a similar unwritten ornament called a morula, an ornament that consisted of the rapid alternation of sound and silence on the same pitch, similar to Giulio Caccini's trillo. In order to explain the difference between these two, in addition to the verbal description, the tremula was likened to the quilisma. The graphic

---

15 The theories are summarized in Apel, Gregorian Chant, 113-15.


17 For a lengthy discussion of "tremula" in various treatises, see my forthcoming monograph, The Sound of Medieval Song (working title).

18 "Morula dupliciter longior est vel brevior, si silentium inter duas voces duplum est ad aliud silentium inter duas voces. Eodem modo morula dupliciter est brevior, si taciturnitas inter duas simpia est ad aliam taciturnitatem inter duas voces. Quod dicit: aut tremulam habeant, puto intelligendum sic esse: Tremula est neuma quam gradatum vel quilisma dicimus, quae longitudinem, de qua dicit duplo longiorum cum subiecta plana virgula denotat, sine qua brevitatem, quae intimatur per hoc quod dicit: vel duplo breviorem, insinuat." "Et non solum morula morulae conferra-
representation of the *quilisma*, as can be seen in Chart I, is a waving line, which has always been interpreted as a sign for a waving sound, although there has been some question as to whether or not the waving involved a vibrato-like change of pitch. From the association of the *tremula* and *quilisma* in the two treatises, we can now be certain that the *quilisma* was intended to be a volume pulsation as it slides between the two stable written pitches without stopping en route. This would mean that the *Summa musice* phrase about the *quilisma* “ascending and then descending” is a reference to the shape of the mark and the volume of the sound rather than to a vibrato-like pitch change.¹⁹

Repercussive Neumes

“Repercussive” refers to those neumes that consist of two or more marks on the same pitch sharing a single syllable. There are a number of these in early chant notation, some of which are all on a single pitch, and others that involve the repetitive marks in conjunction with neumes on other pitches. The one graphic element that unites all of them and separates them from the liquecent neumes is that the individual strokes of repercussive neumes are separated while those of the liquecent variety are joined together. Any of the repercussive neumes could be written separately (i.e., over a syllable of text) or in conjunction with other neume forms, meaning that they had status as a separate sound or could grace other notes.

¹⁹ It should be noted that in some manuscript traditions the *quilisma* is replaced by an *orisus*. As discussed below, this would change the nature of the ornament from pulsation to a mordent or trill-like sound. I would consider this to be a regional preference.
Apostropha, Bistropha, Tristropha

Three of the repercussive neumes, the apostropha, bistropha, and tristropha, would appear to represent variations of a single idea. Very little is found in the treatises that describes or even mentions these neumes, although they are commonly found in early chant manuscripts, especially Graduals, and occasionally they can be found in groups.20 The only theoretical statements about any of these neumes appear to be that in the 9th-century treatise by Aurelian of Réôme and a sentence in Walter Odington’s treatise from ca. 1300. Aurelian’s information is in reference to the third introit tone over the words “sancto” and “semper,” in which a comparison is drawn between the quick repercussions of a tristropha , and the beating of a hand.21

By the phrase “beating of the hand” Aurelian could be referring to two possible images: either the sound of clapping hands, or the up-and-down motion of a hand beating time. The former image would suggest quick articulations of the same sound similar to that suggested above for the quilisma, whereas the latter would suggest an ornament similar to a baroque mordent, double mordent, or inverted mordent. In either case the difference among the stropha neumes would be the number of beats. The idea of a mordent-like change of pitch is certainly a possible interpretation of Aurelian’s phrase, but other evidence suggests that the former interpretation is the correct one.

Aurelian’s use of the phrase “quick beat/repercussion” (CELERUM ICTUM) suggests repeated articulation, and the neume shapes themselves as separate marks indicates separation of sound. This is confirmed by Walter Odington, who makes it clear both that the sounds are repeats of the previous note and that they are separated: “An Apostropha is an accented type which takes up the last vocal sound with repeated incomplete sounds as in this figure:” The figure he uses to represent the separation consists of three unconnected paral

20 Several examples of groups of these neumes are given in Apel, Gregorian Chant, 354.

21 “Sagax cantor, sagaciter intende, ut si laus nomino trino integra canitur, duobus in locis scilicet in XVI syllaba, et post in quarta decima, trina ad instar manus verberantis facias celerum ictum.” Aureliani Reomensis, Musica disciplina, 122.
These facts align the strophas closely with the other written repercussion neumes discussed above and below (quilisma and pressus) as well as with the unwritten tremula and morula. In that case these neumes may be closest in performance practice to the morula as described above (quick alternation of sound and silence on the same pitch). Further, their shapes as curved lines similar to a plica instead of a punctum suggests the performance practice described above associated with both the curved plica marks and the liquescent pes and clivis: a change of tone color accompanied by a slide away from the pitch. The more probable conclusion, therefore, is that the performance practice indicated by apostropha, bistropha, and tristropha neumes is a rapid articulation of the preceding pitch in which the voice enters each new pulse on pitch and then slides flat with a reduced sound.

**Oriscus**

The oriscus is a neume that could be classified as both liquescent and repercussive. It has been considered by some modern writers to be related to the stropha neumes, but only the simplest form of the oriscus resembles the apostropha (or the plica). The usual form of the neume, having two or more connected curves, suggests that it is more closely related to the liquescent neumes. Whereas the strophas are all separated hook-shape marks, all of the parts of the oriscus shape are joined as a single unit with either a final connected virga or a curved and indefinite final stroke found in the liquescent shapes.

The connected curved shape of most of the oriscus neumes suggests either the tremula type ornament, in which the curves represent unin-terrupted loud and soft pulses, or possibly an actual change of pitch, similar to a mordent. Recent research suggests that it was

22 "Apostropha est species accentus quae tollit ultimam vocalem dictionis cum sequens dictione inchoat a vocali cuius figura est haec: " Walter Odington, *Sum-ma de speculatione musice*, 94.

23 Mocquereau, *Le nombre musical*, 145-153, classifies it as such. Apel, *Gregorian Chant*, 106-111, contends that it was at some point absorbed into the stropha forms, making the oriscus and apostropha identical, although he suggests that they may have been different sounds at an earlier stage.

24 For a discussion of the many variations of neumes including the oriscus symbol see Cardine, *Gregorian Semiology*. 
most likely of the mordent type. John Harutunian conducted an intense study of nearly 700 occurrences of the *oriscus* in the unheighted neumes of an 11th-century Roman Graduale, which he compared to a related 13th-century manuscript in which the notation is heighted and on a staff. He found that although an *oriscus* placed on most steps of the scale would be translated to a single neume, all of those on the note A were translated in the later manuscript as A, B, A. There is no reason to believe that a single neume would have two completely different meanings in a single manuscript: one ornamental, one not. The single note translation must reflect the same inability to represent the ornamental sound as is found in other staff notation systems; in square notation the *oriscus* is represented as a single neume with extensions up and down $\textcircled{5}$. The investigator reasoned that the difference in translation had to do with the medieval unwillingness to represent as a fixed pitch a sound that could not be represented so exactly. The interval between A and B included the equal possibility of B, thus suggesting an inexact pitch, and thus when an *oriscus* occurred on that pitch the scribe was able to notate it as an ornament that included an upper neighbor. When placed on other pitches a written note for the middle pitch would have indicated a fixed tone or semitone and therefore the correct instability of its pitch could not be notated.

We must be careful not to put too much weight on the later notational forms, but in this case that evidence is supported by the actual shape of the neume itself as well as by the known performance practice of similar marks in composite neumes involving the *oriscus* shape. The *oriscus* shape is interpreted as *quassa* or *cassam* (= shaking) when written as part of a *pes quassus*, for example, which is a combination of an *oriscus* linked to a *virga* $\rightarrow$. Walter Odington describes the performance of the *pes quassus* as "a tur-

---


26 Harutunian, "A Comparison," 62. He notes that this "concurs with Dom Mocquereau’s finding [*Le nombre musical*] that the ‘tonal indecision inherent in the oriscus was often lost in the transcription’," 59.
bulent note performed with a trembling and shaking voice.”

The anonymous author of the St. Emmeram treatise also discusses the possible performance of a *morula* as *quassa*, which associates the sound of an *oriscus* with that of a *quilisma*. As seen above, the performance of the *morula* is described by several theorists as articulated pulses of the same pitch rather than as a mordent-like varying of pitch. The two ornamental ideas are quite similar to one another and I would suggest that the choice of pulse or pitch change could have been a regional matter, as described below.

The *oriscus* itself, therefore, was undoubtedly performed as a liquescent version of a mordent, i.e. a quick move to a quarter-tone (or other non-diatonic pitch) above the written pitch and return. As in the descriptions of liquescent neumes above, the three notes would be executed as a sliding sound rather than as cleanly articulated notes. The *oriscus* therefore, is correctly classified as a liquescent neume, but since it often was used to grace the fixed pitch of a preceding neume—and thus begun as an articulated repetition of the previous pitch—it would also have been a repercussive neume.

**Pressus**

The *pressus* neume usually acts as a grace on the neume that precedes it. From the *Summa musice* description we know that it has two forms: the short, which has two marks, and the long with three,

---


and that it should be sung “evenly and rapidly.”

There is some diversity among the St. Gall versions of this neume, although all of the forms begin with a *virga* and end with a *punctum*, both of which indicate a definite pitch. Attached to the top of the *virga* is a mark that in many notation traditions resembles an oriscus and which in similar neumes discussed above has been a symbol for indefinite liquecscent pitch: \[\text{\textcopyright{}}\]. When translated into square notation the *pressus* is represented as a repeat of the previous pitch followed by a lower neighbor.

Based on both the visual representations and the *Summa* description, it is possible to speculate that the *pressus* begins as a quickly articulated pulsation of the first written pitch (the *virga* stroke), and ends with a lower (and separately articulated) sound on a definite pitch (the *punctum*). The waving mark in the middle attached to the *virga* would represent an *oriscus*-type mordent. The *pressus*, therefore, also was both a liqueccsent and repercussive neume.

The “ornamental” neumes discussed above are those for which I have been able to find performance information in medieval theoretical treatises, but a glance at the manuscripts will show that there are others. What they represent in terms of their performance practices, as described in the treatises and represented in the notation, is a vocal style that includes sliding pitches, pulsing notes, contrasting bright and dark sounds, notes produced in the epiglottis while vibrating, and combinations of all of these sounds. Far from being foreign to the “usual” singing style of the period, the high density of “ornamental” neume shapes in the manuscripts from all geographical areas gives evidence that they were regularly employed in many of the chants. Whereas the particular neumes discussed above may be

---


“ornamental” in terms of a later perception of melody, their frequent use in a large percentage of the early notation indicates that the sounds they represented must have been part of the basic musical style and of the vocal technique employed by the singers, and therefore an integral part of their perception of music. With this in mind we should look again at the sounds represented by all early neume forms.

For each of the neumes discussed above the relationship between the desired sound and its representation in early notation is striking, and indicates that the connection between written form and performance practice was at least one of the intentions of the early notation forms. In fact, the *Summa musice* states as much in the beginning of its discussion of neume shapes, much of which has been quoted above:

> In former days singers delighted in music so much that they wished to teach the rules of the art to their descendants. They therefore devised new figures to record the various movements of notes. They called them “marks” because from that moment the syllabus of vocal music was secured. Their names are clivis, plica, virga, quilisma, punctum, and podatus; the pressus should be classed with these.  

Similar statements can be found in several other treatises, but these kinds of remarks always have been interpreted as referring to the notation of pitch and duration, a meaning that would be correct only in the later forms of notation but not for the early unheighted forms. In the light of the preceding discussion, it is possible to speculate that even for the early heighted neumes (prior to the adoption of square notation) the references in the treatises to the use of notation to transmit the chant would more probably refer to the transmission of performance nuances.

The interpretation of early notation forms as indications of performance would also explain the variety of neume shapes employed to represent the same number and general configuration of pitches, as

can be seen in Chart I. If we posit two simple hypotheses suggested by the preceding discussion, the variety of shapes takes on meaning: 1) that *virgae*, *tractuli*, and *puncti* indicate fixed pitch and curved and indefinite lines represent sliding or indefinite pitch; and 2) that separated strokes indicate separate articulations whereas connected strokes (ligatures) indicate connected sounds. The difference between the St. Gall *scandicus* and *salicus*, for example, would lie in the way in which the second note was to be sung; the curved line for the second note would indicate a *plica*-like treatment in which the voice loses focus and slides from pitch, whereas the *punctum* in the *scandicus* indicates focused pitch. Support for this interpretation of the *salicus* is that in some notations the *salicus* is replaced by a *punctum* and a *pes*, with the first stroke of the *pes* in a curved shape: , another way to indicate a liquescent second note, but in this case without a separate articulation for the third sound.  

According to the above-stated premise concerning the relationship of neume shape to nuance, one can see numerous varieties of these shapes in the compound neumes, apparently indicating various combinations of articulation and of definite and indefinite pitch.

The problems resulting from variant neume forms, both within a single tradition and from one region to another, have engaged scholars for over 150 years. Recently the approach of semiology has been added to that of palaeography in an attempt to refine the techniques and arrive at conclusions regarding the reason for the choice of each particular sign. Most of these attempts have been constrained by the assumption that the signs relate to either pitch or duration or both, and that there was a single performance tradition for each neume, regardless of variants in the individual components of its shape. Although on occasion some acknowledgement is given to the relationship between certain neumes and performance practice, this factor is often dismissed as irrelevant, or not pursued beyond a superficial consideration. If, however, the notation of performance

---

32 For additional comparative examples see Göschl, *Semiologische*, 163-65.

33 To name a few of the more recent studies: Cardine, *Gregorian Semiology*; Göschl, *Semiologische* (including an introductory essay by Cardine); and Leo Treitler, “Palaeography and Semiotics,” in *Musicologie médiévale: notations et séquences*, ed. Michel Huglo (Paris, 1987), 17-27, as well as several other articles in this collection.

34 For example, it has been dismissed by Cardine in *Gregorian Semiology*, 7, and in his introduction to Göschl, *Semiologische*, pp. xvii-xx. The connection
practice is considered to be the prime reason for the variation in neume forms, a logical connection is drawn between the "ornamental neumes" for which there is information, and the remainder of neume shapes. This does not exclude the possibility of pitch and duration as part of the meaning of the neume variants; those elements are basic to any performance practice and thus this subject is undoubtedly more complex than stated here. What I wish to point out is that the primary reason for the variety in shapes for the same grouping of notes must have been the desire to record or transmit the variety of performance nuances beyond those of pitch and duration.

This conclusion would also explain the reason for the several different styles of notation: regional preferences. The existence of local language dialects is a well-established fact, as is that for local costumes, food, art, etc. Early liturgical manuscripts document the use of local preferences for feasts and prayers as well as certain chant melodies or versions of chant melodies. One can safely assume, therefore, that local dialects of singing also existed, and it is this that is recorded in the different notation traditions. On Chart I, what can be seen in the different manuscript traditions is not only the local scribal preference for neume shapes, but more importantly that between neume shape and performance is suggested in Corbin, *Die Neumen*, and in Hiley, *Western Plainchant*. Haug, "Zur Interpretation der Liqueszenzneumen," is an interesting exception. Two scholars who have gone to some length in considering the subject are Kenneth Levy and Leo Treitler. Treitler, who has addressed the subject in several articles, has described the relationship of neume shape to vocal practice similar to that stated here although that point is peripheral to his research. Whereas Treitler is interested in the origin of the signs, I am interested in what information they conveyed to the singers and what this can tell us about the vocal style of the period. His conclusions for the most part are compatible with those I put forward. See, for example, Treitler, "Oral, Written, and Literate Process," *Speculum* 56 (1981), 471-91, "The Early History of Music Writing," *Journal of the American Musicological Society* 35 (1982), 237-79, and "Reading and Singing," *Early Music History* 4 (1984), 135-208. Levy's research has also led to conclusions along the lines of my work. The extent of our agreement can be seen in his statement that the "curvature used to signify 'ornamental' neumes (quilisma, oriscus, apostrophus) and liquecscence are explainable ... as simple written analogues of the vocal nuances"; and again when he refers to "nuance-rich neume-species ... favored for their wealth of pitch-specifiers and nuance-indicators." Levy, "The Origin of Neumes," *Early Music History* 7 (1987), 76, 84.

35 For a number of quotes from theoretical treatises outlining differences in regional singing practices see McGee, *The Sound of Medieval Song*, forthcoming.
these shapes reflect the local tradition of vocal nuances: the articulation, note inflection, and other practices of that region.

The different versions of the *torculus* provide an opportunity to examine interesting differences in the notation traditions. Aquitanian notation includes two forms of the *torculus*, one with the first note separated and the second and third joined, the other with all three notes joined. In this case, since all of the marks are *virgae* and *puncti*, probably meaning that all notes were sung on pitch, the difference would have been one of articulation: joined notes are slurred, separated ones are individually articulated. A statement to that effect can be found in the *Tractatus de musica* by Jerome of Moravia:

Notes that are ligated are joined together in singing, but disjunct notes are [sung] separately. That separation is not a rest but a sigh, and this is nothing other than the appearance of a pause approximately the length of an *instantia*.36

One of the *torculus* forms found in manuscripts from both St. Gall and England ends with a curved mark, indicating the performance of a liquescent sound on the third note. The three *torculus* forms from Lorraine include a completely slurred neume ∪, one with each note separately written as *tractuli* ∪, and one with a liquescent third note ∪—three different articulations of the same kind of note formation. The Beneventan notation on the other hand, contains only a single form with all straight marks and all notes connected ∪, possibly indicating that in the Beneventan tradition the *torculus* was always performed with connected, fixed-pitch notes.37


37 The subject of regional performance preferences is complicated by regional scribal traditions that may or may not reflect additional local singing practices. The *tractulus* in the Lorraine tradition, for example, has a wavy shape rather than the straight dash used in most other notations. Was this simply a scribal decoration or did it indicate a waving sound as opposed to the unwavy sound in the other traditions? I have not found information that allows me to explore this level of refinement.
The impression gained from viewing the neumes as conveyors of performance practice is one of enormous sound variety, both from one area to another and within any one tradition. The notation bears witness to the fact that the actual sound of chant in the late Middle Ages was rich in vocal color, pitch and tone inflection, and varied articulation. In many of the soloist chants neumes made up of "ornamental" shapes are more numerous than those composed exclusively of virgae, tractuli, and puncti. Close comparison of the variety of actual neume shapes used in different areas for the same chant reveals differences in small matters of articulation and ornamentation, even when the pitches are identical.

There are no theoretical statements in addition to those quoted above that I can call upon to further support my assertion about the relationship between the written notation and vocal performance practices. It is based on a logical extension of the known correspondence between the performance instructions and the graphic marks in those ornamental neumes that I have presented above. One of the interesting aspects of this conclusion is that it provides the basis for additional investigation of two of the most basic matters of practical performance: detailed instruction for the actual performance of late medieval chant, and a guide to the variations in performance practices from one region to another.

From the inception of our scholarly discipline musicologists have been puzzled about the purpose of the early notation system; it seems to have ignored what are for us the two most important pieces of information: pitch and durational values, and yet it stayed in use for several hundred years. My speculation is that the notation was an accurate record of the details of articulation and vocal inflection, and that the transmission of stylistic information was considered to be the most important value to transmit to musicians in the late Middle Ages. Apparently, when the chant was spread north from Rome, the element that was the most foreign and difficult to learn was the singing style. When John the Deacon in the 9th century, and Adhémar de Chabannes in the early 11th century, criticized the northerners it was not because they had problems learning the chants or singing the notes, but because they could not execute the nuances of the Roman vocal style:

John the Deacon. For the Transalpine bodies . . . roaring deep with their thunderous voices . . . cannot bring forth
the proper sweetness of the melody, because the savage barbarity of their drunken throats while endeavoring with inflections and repercussions to utter this gentle strain, through its natural noisiness proffers only unmodulated sounds like unto farm carts clumsily creaking up a rutted hill: with the result that the sound, instead of softening the heart of the hearer as it meant to do, only serves to disturb it with exasperation and noise.

Adhémar de Chabannes. All the French singers have learned the Roman notes which they now call French, except that the French could not produce perfectly the tremblings or sweet subtleties and the notes to be elided or separated, being naturally of barbaric voice, and rather cracking their voices in their throats than projecting them. It is reasonable, therefore, to expect that this new repertory would be notated with as much assistance as possible for the most foreign element—the vocal nuances.

Not everyone was happy with the early method of transmitting chant; as early as the time of Guido and John there was discontent with the variety of interpretations of any given melody that resulted from unheighed notation. In his De musica written ca. 1100, John advocates the use of Guido’s new staff and bemoans the inaccuracies


39 For an extended discussion of the medieval singing style see McGee, The Sound of Medieval Song, forthcoming.
that resulted from reliance on a combination of memory and un-
heighted neumes.

Since in the ordinary neumes [i.e. unheighted] the inter-
vals cannot be ascertained, and the chants that are
learned from them cannot be securely committed to
memory, many inaccuracies creep into them ... it can
easily be seen how neumes without lines promote
error rather than knowledge ... The result is that every-
one makes such neumes go up or down as he himself
pleases. 40

Eventually this desire for uniformity resulted in the development of
the heightened placement of the neumes, and finally in the change to
square notes on a staff, although the new system was not universally
adopted for several hundred years after its invention. If we posit the
above theory that the original signs contained fairly accurate infor-
mation about performance nuances while being less precise about
pitch and duration, then we must see that when the notation gained
one type of information it lost another. The change to square no-
tation represented a reversal of the original values: at some point in
the late Middle Ages pitch and duration became more important than
performance nuances. 41

40 "Cum enim in usualibus neumis intervalla discerni non valeant, cantusque,
qui per eas decurt, stabili memoriae commendari nequeant, ideoque in cantibus
plurimae falsitates srebpant. Hae autem omnia intervalla distincte demonstrant, us-
que adeo, ut et errorem penitus excludant, et oblivionem canendi, si semel perfecte
sint cognitae, non admittant: quis non magnam in eis utilitatem esse videat? Quali-
ter autem irregulares neumae errorem potius quam scientiam generent in virgulis et
clinibus atque podatis considerari perfacile est, quoniam quidem et aequaliter omnes
disponuntur, et nullus elevationis vel depositionis modus per eas exprimitur." Jo-
hannes Affligemensis, De musica cum tonario, ed. Joseph Smits van Waesberghe,
Corpus scriptorum de musica 1 (Rome, 1950), 133. Translation from Hucbald,
Guido, and John on Music, transl. Warren Babb, ed. with introductions by Claude

41 This point is also stated in Shai Burstyn, "The 'Arabian Influence' Thesis
Revisited," Current Musicology 45-47 (1990), 136. This change in attitude may
also mark the beginning of the modern view of melodic structure and separable
ornament.
Starting from the above hypothesis concerning the content, intention, and purpose of early neume shapes, an investigation of the change from unheighted neumes to square notation should result in a somewhat different picture than we now have of evolving music practices in the late Middle Ages.

Example 3. Two photos of early notation that illustrate the density of “ornamental” neumes in a single chant.
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